Elastic properties of different ice phases were studied in the low-temperature-high-pressure region (77<T<200 K, 0<P<2 GPa). The main attention was paid to the elastic characteristics of low-density (lda) and high-density (hda) amorphous H2O phases. Considerable softening of the transverse acoustic velocity and the corresponding shear modules G was found in the vicinity of lda-hda transition during both heating of the Ma phase and compression of the lda phase.
Introduction
, respectively. Significant softening of the transverse sound velocity and the corresponding shear modules have been found prior to both the hdadda and ldahda transitions. The sample of lda ice may contain a certain amount of the remaining Ma phase (used for the preparation of lda) and crystallized Ic ice, because of a very narrow temperature interval for existence of lda ice and thermal inertia of high-pressure device. The quantitative analysis of density and shear modules showed that the content of these impurities did not exceed 30 %. In any case, the Ma phase has the positive value of dG/dP derivative [12, 16] , while 1 c or 1h ices have the significantly less absolute value of dGIdP derivative [8, 12, 16] than that observed for the dda phase (Fig.  3) .
It is known that the elastic softening precedes the martensitic first-order transitions in the crystals and crystal-toamorphous transformations. In both cases the contribution from diffusion processes is negligible and the elastic softening is a driving force of transformation without thermal activation. The fundamental distinction of amorphous network from the crystalline structure is the variation of local geometrical characteristics and, as a consequence, the dispersion of local atomic-scale elastic constants. Hence, the softening is not synchronous for different network parts, when the external pressure or temperature are changed.
The shear softening for hda starts before the volume change corresponding to the transformation. The data in Fig.2 point out that the shear instability plays an important role in the transition mechanism. Apporoximately a half of the shear modulus change is observed before any significant volume jump in contrast to the Ihhda transition, where the volume and shear modules changes start simultaneously [16] . The origin of such different behavior seems to be connected with the above mentioned local atomic configuration heterogeneity in the amorphous network. The softening of "weak" network parts leads to the decrease of effective shear modules, whereas the "hard" network parts stabilize the network and prevent the transition, that still, nevertheless, occurs at some critical share of soft parts or the critical number of soft modes in the vibration spectrum.
Ultrasonic measurements give averaged information about the acoustic phonon softening. Molecular dynamics simulation will be very useful to understand the behavior of the whole set of phonon modes in the vicinity of dda-hda transition.
Conclusion
We have studied elastic properties and volume change for different ice polymorphs in the low-temperature-high-pressure region of phase diagram. We have more exactly determined the low-temperature segments of kinetic lines for the Ihda, III, and IIVI transitions and established the occurrence of intermediate IVI transition. A considerable elastic softening in the vicinity of the ddahda transition upon compression and the hdalda transition upon heating was found.
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